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The purpose of this thesis report is to make a crjtical
examine tion of the basic factors I together with the tr
interrelationships I which are involved in college recruit-
ing of students with managerial potential.
The ultimate objective of this analysis is to provid8 a
theoretical and factual basis for estabJ.ishing or improving
a managerial recruiting program.
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CiLz\PTER I
THE NEED FOR MANAGERS
rz.very orga.nization whether its pri.mary objecti'les are economic,
political '• s ocial or religiouS must have good management. The task of
constTu tle inq a better economic society, improved social standard, or
mOre eff' , Ircf.erit government is the challenge to modern managerial ability.
Few P 1eop e would argue about the importance of good management in
any o"'g~'''' t' f 1 h. aniza Ion. No enterprise can long be success'
U t. at cloes not
utilize ff 2e ective management.
In order for an organization to have effective management H Is
necessary to obtain, train and place highly qualified people in manage-
rial pOC' 't' . . '.,1 IOns. People are the life-blood of any enterpnsE:. They are
litera 11y a company's most vital assets. The profitability I and even the
SurVival, of an enterprise usually depends upon the calibre of its mi1nage-
r' I 3ra resources and the effectiveness of the.ir use. As emphasized in the
sta dnard tests in management currently used I the procurement of top
managerial talent should be considered a fundamental function of
------
1
R
' G. R. Terry Principles of Management, (4th edition,
leh ,- _-
ard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), p . 5.
2 Ibid.
F. ' 3
R
•
A
• De nerly . "Recrui rmen t and Selection In a Full- Employmcn t
O
,cofno
rny
" r The Institute of personnel M~@:gemQPt, (5 Winsley St. ,
X-dC --. or ireus London, 1968), p , 7.
2mandlJement. ')1. )taimng the right person and placing him on the right
job, are es s ti I' 1cn ra to effectlve management.
One management consulting firm phrased it this way: "If a
Company woul d spend more time in its selection of future managers,
then less time would be needed later in training, counseling and
motivat' h e i 2mq t e ir top management people. " Selecting and obtc.ining
these h' , 1~ 19r.~yqualified potenual managers is not an easy matter.
In recent years the demand for skilled management personnel has
exceeded the supply. 3 The demand for skilled managers has always been
strong but f th 1 ddt' t' 1 t h b, or L e past severa eca e s he execu .ive man run as een
accorded greater emphasis. BusinesS firms I government, trade unions,
univers't'1 i e s and hospitals arc prominent among the many different
enter 'pnses seeking top men to assume important assignments. Many
factor hs ave accelerated this dema::icl for an increased number of capable
men and women of outsta ndiflg executive and managerial ability. Among
these factors are the growing complexities under whl ch a modern manager
must operate, the rapidity of changes in all fields of endeavor, the
growth of the economy, and the growing awareness that an understanding
both f .' 'o pre c tioa l and theoretical managerial problems, processes and
practices are increasingly important. These factors have resulted in
difficulty and more problems in acquiring qualified managerial and
eXecut' 4. Ive manpower.
1G.R. Terry, Principles of Mana.9.?mel2!, (4th edition, RicLard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), p . 332.
2
pred
Smith & Associates Consulting Firm, Speech given before
the Midwest College PlacernentASSociation, St. Louis, September, 1966.
3
N
.R. Maier ( ~~..I2rol_E_dJ~~' (John Wiley & Sons,
1966), p. 1.Inc • I
4
G
.
R
• Terry, prii1cip~2.L~@.nagement, (4th edition, Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), p . 333.
3A great deal of work is currently being done in the management
procureme .nt aree , however, at present there is no clear-Gut picture of a
preCise universal manner in which management members can be located,
hired ad' 1.n a s s iq ne d by an enterprise.
Pre Iirntnary to serious, intensive efforts in Ioca tiriq and hiring
potential managers by a firm, a careful analysis should be made of its
current a d. n projected total manpower mventcrv- Koontz and 0' Donnell
suggest the following steps ill analyzing a firms manpower requirements. 2
Count the number of managerial positions tha t currently exist.
a) This may be done through the use of a current organizational
chart and careful interrogation of each department and staff head.
Take careful inventory of managerial talent.
a) Determine the prospects for promotion.
b) Determine the number and identity of employees who should
be retained, but are not promotable.
c) Determine the number and identity of those employees who
should be terminated.
3. Estimate the turnover in managerial personnel.
1.
2 •
a) Such items as retirements, quits, leaves of absence and
potential terminations must be considered.
b) Estimates should be made on the ba s Is of company history and
records. If such figures are not available, data can be obtained
from similar firms in the same labor market and geographic area.
4 • Decide upon the trainee to opening ra ti 0 i .e ., 1: I, 2:1, or 5:1.3
11\' G.R. Terry, Principles of Manage®,n!, (4th edition,
lchard D. Irwin, Inc . , 1964), p . 333.
(
d 2H. Koontz and C. 0' Donnell, !'0'Siple s of Management,
.th edl tion , McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968)
. 3
This
ratio should be determined from the firms historical records on
their attrition rate, leave of absence rate, quit rate, etc. This information
1S helpful in determining how many trainees should be started in the, program
to fi II one future managerial opening.
4By us i.nq an approach similar to the one outlined above, a firm can
system-l ti "ic rca iry ana lyz e its current strengths and weaknesses in managerial
depth C:' rid pot '-' 1 f. cenna . Only a tel' members of management have analyzed t.heir
firm's p-resent and future needs can an effective program be designed to
obtain th. e ne ce s gary managerial talent to fill these needs.
A firm may fill managerial openings from basically three sources: 1
1. Promotions from within.
2. Acquisition of management. members from other organizations.
3. College recruiting.
Sources of Manugerial Talent
An important source of managerial talent for an industrial firm is the
trai ,iruno and upgrading of exi.sting employees. By utilizing information gained
in rnanpovre ' tl f' " ' d 't' de s iv r Inventory programs, 1e irrn IS In an Improve pos i .ion to SI9
D
effecti 2ve m::magerial training courses for its employees. After sufficient
train' rnq and education is achieved the trainee is a prospect for a higher
level of responsibility and authority. An obviOUS advantage of this method
is th 'e increa s ed morale experienced by all employees when the opportunity
to move to higher levels of management becomes apparent. A disadvantage
to this method is the 'tendency to become in-bred with managers tha t lack
the conceptual skills that come from broader academic programs.
The second method of obtaining managers is to hire experienced
executives from outside the firm. The techniques for locating experienced
talent a 1 f 11 3re many and varied. A few techniques are Is ted as 0 ows:
1R' G. R. Terry, Principles of Man_9ge~, (4th edition,
lchard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), p . 343.
2 ' 1 'II ... ti ith
An excellent considera tion of some tYPIca 1 us era ions , w it a
critical appra ise l of ba s ic factors involved, methods recently and currently
~s ~d. is pre sen te d in Camp bell. Dunne tte, Lawler, Weick; M2_n
u
_lli!!"iaI
~'{ior, Performance and Effectivene~, (McGraw-Hill, 1970)
1\0 . 3
R
•
H
• Hawk, The Rec~nt Functio]!, (American Management
~'SoClation, Inc., 1967), p . 35.
51. Advertising
A. Newspapers
B. Technical Journals
C. Direct Mail
D. Radio and Television
E. Outdoor (Billboards etc.)
II. Employment Agencies
A. Government Managed
B. Private
C. Search and Consulting Firms
III . Technical Societies
IV. Retiring Military Personnel
V. Walk-in Candidates
VI. Employee Referra l s
VII. Letter Applicants
Presumably, an advantage in employing experienced executives
is that it affords a firm a ready source or judgment-making skill and managerial
know-how. This can be very important for C1 young industrial firm that does
not have a good inventory of managerial potential or cannot afford to wait for
the development of such talent. A disadvantage in hiring experienced
managers is the detrimental effect that it may produce in numerous ways on
employee morale. This must be taken into account if experienced managers
are to be recruited from outside sources.
College recruiting, a s the third source of managerial talent, has
received increased emphasis by many firms. College graduates are located
6and selected with the view of having them ass ume managerial jobs at
some future date. 1 Some firms recruit college graduates for their technical
abilities with little attention given to their managerial potential, with the
hope that enough of the recruits will eventually succeed as managers.
2
Still other firms recruit directly for managerial ability.
College recruiting ha s become a very important source of future
managerial talent for industry, government, education and other organ-
izations. This important source of talent will be discussed in greater
detatl in chapter IV.
1G.R. Terry, Principles of Management, (4th edition,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964L p. 345.
2H. Koontz and C. O'Donnell, Principles of Management,
(4th edition , McGraw-Hill Book Co. I 1968)
CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMEN T OF CRITERIA
FOR FILLING MANAGERIAL POSITIONS
Before a recruiter is able to identify potential managerial talent
from the college campus, or from other sources, he must clearly have in
mind the type of job he is seeking to fill. One method which is helpful
is to analyze the job in question and define its various characteristics. 1
Once the job has been analyzed a more general abstract called
2a job description can then be developed.
Many firms already employ detailed job analysis and descriptions
for use in wage and salary administration. These job descriptions define
the duties and their interrelationships with the specific performances
expected of the employe on the job. 3 This is often necessary to determine
IV\Tebster' 5 definition of lob analysis is, "the determination of the
precise characteristics of a job or position through detailed observations
and critical examina tion of the sequential activities, facilities required,
conditions of work, and the qualifications needed in a worker. UsuallY
as a preparatory step toward a job description".
2Webster's definition of job description is, "an orderly record
of the es sential activities involved in the performance of a ta sk tha t
is ebs tro cted from a job analysis and used in classifying and eva lue tinq
jobs and in the selection and placement of employees" •
JG.R. Terry, Principles of Management, (4th edition, Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1964L p. 345.
8salary levels and areas of responsibiliUes. These job descriptions can
also be used as an aid in the development of meaningful criteria.
The development of meaningful criteria for filling rnanacerte l
vacancies is not an easy task. In order for the recruiter to be successful
he should know what criteria are dependable in predicting the desired
level or quality of manageria.l performance. One method for achieving
this is through the use of approved validation procedures. Great care
must be taken to insure that the validation techniques used are dependable
in predicting job success and performance. For example some tests for
pilot's performance in pilot school may have high technical validity, however
the predictive validities of test results reported for many vocations today
are little, if any, higher than those reported fifteen years ago. 1 This is
true as it applies to industry and the business world. 2 Tests have been
devised to predict what an employee's supervisor thinks of him, however,
this in reality is not necessarily a true predictor of performance. 3 A rna] or
shortcoming with traditional validation procedures is that classical valid-,
ation models concerned with a simple correlational relationship between
predictors and work performance criteria is in many instances not flexible
enough to take into account the complexities of human behavior and the
complexitiss of variables determining performance level on the job. 4
lIt should be noted, however, that new scoring keys are being
devised for many of the standardized tests with the result that scores
obtained through their use have in some instances not only high predictive
validi ty but as high as, or hig her than, other criteria utilized. (See
Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, Weick, Managerial Behavior I Performance,
esp. pp. 128-134)
2
S.R. Wallace, "Criteria For What?", American Psychologist,
Vol. 20, (1965), p. 411-417.
3Ih'dul •
48. Bies heuvel, "Pers onnel Section", )'1nnual Eeview of Psycho_!_ggy,
VoL 16, (1965), p . 295 - 324 •
9Nevertheless, in spite of this shortcoming in validation procedures
some authors have observed that even the rawest form of situational
empiricism seems to result in better prediction than more sophisticated
1psychological theory. Therefore, validation procedures still appear
to be useful if one is aware of their limitations.
Once meaningful job criteria have been established certain job
requirements can then be developed. 2 These job requirements should
be stable, possess content representativeness, reflect temporal changes
in job succ e s s and accurately indicate success as measured by achieve-
ment of goals. 3 An example of such a set of requirements is given below. 4
Special Requirements
1. Personal Qualifications - age, sex, marital status,
physical condition and appearance required.
2. Education·- major courses of study, degrees obtained
and professional licenses.
3. Experience - level, quality and amount of time involved.
General Requirements
1. Initiative - originality, inventiveness, resourcefulness i enthu-
siasm, vVillingnes s to accept responsibility and motivation.
lR.M. Guion and R.F. Gottier, "Validity of Personality Measures
InPersonnelSelection", PersonnelPsycholo<JY_, Vol. 18, (1965), p. 139-164.
2The term requirements here refers to a set of predetermined, valida ted,
conditions which are desirable for the successful performunce of a certain job.
3M.D. Dunnette and W.K. Kirchner, Psycholoqy ApplJed to Industry,
(New York, Appleton-CenturY-Crofts, 1965)
4F. M. LopeyI Ir , I rers_onnel Interviowmc , (McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1965)
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2. Technical Competence - analytical ability, technical
knowledge, problem solving ability and self expression
ability.
3. Interpersonal Competence - abiLty to relate effectively
with other people; To supervise them and to work as a
team member.
4. Reliability and Stability - temperamental qualities, maturity,
conscientiousness, persistence and dependabi lIty .
5. Organizational IdentiHca tion - loyalty, self discipline,
adherence to es tablished order.
Such a lis t of requirements could be riade for any job and expanded
to include all parameters desired. Occasionally a manager of a department
will give a list of such requirements to a recruiter based upon what he
"thinks" or "feels" is necessary for job success. A study was conduc ted
in which Sales Managers were asked to outline the criticul behavioral
performance factors in successful salesmanship. Their replies yielded
the following categories of factors in successful selling.
1. Planning ahead.
2. Communica ting important information to sales managers.
3. Being truthful with cus tomers and managers.
4. Carrying out promises.
5. Persisting with tough customers.
6. Following up
a) on customers complaints,
b) on special requests,
c) on orders,
d) on leads for new business.
11
An important point drawn by the researcher was that none of the
factors includes actually bringing in business or signing the order.
Instead, the critical factors describe be hev.ors which, it is presumed,
will result in high sales volume. The researcher further concluded that
it is unrealistic to seek any single measure of succes sful job performance,
but rather to view the entire analysis as a complex system with many
. 1
Intecre l and in torrela ted parts.
It appears that one method of developing job criteria is to
analyze the job, develop the pertinent job requirements and use only
those factors necessary for successful job performance.
Another method of developing criteria for filling managerial
vacancies is by seeking those traits and personality characteristics
commonly regarded as synonymous with good leadership and sound
management. Currently the common traits cf an executive are usually
expressed in such general, non-specific terms that they cannot be used
in any precise manner. It is best to view them as a composite.
A deficiency in these qualities probably means the candidate is not
highly suited for executive work, but, at the same time favorable
appraisals do not necessarily insure executlve success by the candidate.
Five such qualities are as follows: 2
1. He must have a high degree adaptability to a great
many different conditions.
2. He must have the ability to wieLd power and influence
members of a formally organized group.
1M.D. Dunnette and W.K. Kirchner: Psycholoqv Applied to
Indus_!!:y, (New York: Appleton-Century-Croits, 1965)
2G. R. Terry I Principles of Manaqement I (4th edition I
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. I 1964)
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3. He must be able to concentrate on important rna tters .
4. He must be able to determine what is important and
what is not important.
5. He is objective rather than subjective.
This list of executive qualities could be expanded many times I
however the important point is that the recruiter should be cognizant of
such qua.l ttt e s and attempt seriously, and as objectively as possible to
identify in recruitees those attributes which are most desired in prospective
managers. Other executive employment criteria full in categories such a s
physical characteristics, abilities and skills, personality and interests.
An expansion of these concepts follows: 1
I. Physical Characteristics
A. Vf ta li ty
B. Energy
C. Physical Endurance
D. Overall Health
II. Abilities and Skills
A. Intellectual and Mental Abilities
B. Abstract Reasoning
C. Mental Flexibility
D. General Ability to Learn
E. Problem Solving Abil.ity
F. Empathic Abili ty
G. Verbal Ability (Communication)
1H. Koontz, A Book of Readings, (McGraw-Hill Book Co, 1964)
13
III. Personality
A. Ambition, Motivation, Drive-to-Achieve, Energy
B. Self Confidence, Social Poise I Freedom from
Inferiority, Maturity, Emotione l Stability
C. Courage and Decisiveness
D. Integrity, Character and Ethical Standards
Knowledge of desirable personal characteristics can aid a recruiter
in the selection of future managers.
In the area of executive interests, studies have been made of
means to be used in identifying those activities which are more largely
characteristic of successful managers. One study, for example, points
out that an effective manager has interests in practical matters and in
literary and pers uasive activities while having a lack of interest in
mechanical, technical, and social service activities. 1 Thomas H. [erdoe
pointed out that interests of effective managers are similar to interests
of managers in sales, purchasing, and manufacturing company presidents. 2
Mahoney and Nash point out that interests of effective managers are
dissimilar to the interests of men engaged 111 the biological sciences
and in the technical ~rafts. 3 Still another study by Mandell shows
effective managers have high economic and political interests and
relatively low aesthetic interests. 4
A recruiter seeking managerial talent must be knowledgeable and
aware of many contributing factors. The effectiveness of his efforts is
1H. Koontz, A Book of Readings, (McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964)
2Ibid.
3Ibid.
4Ibid.
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contingent upon his understanding of his organization, its management,
the job criteria, job requirements and quaLties that make a good manager.
In short he must know what he is looking for and how to find it. He must
be able to eva Iua te the total person 111 relation to his predetermined job
criteria. A recruiter must be flexible and should be able to judge when
one criterion is more important than another'. There is no set pattern of
1
requisite human attributes for a given j ob ." For example, a lack of
formal education in some managerial positions may be more than offset
by an unusually varied and broad life experience. Deficiencies in grades
or inteilectual depth can be compensa ted by an abundance or persistence I
dedication, motivation and energy. For some defects there is no compen-
sation. For example, a lack of ambition or drive cannot be offset by a
high level of intelligence or by a scintillating personality. Job knovvledge
and skill cannot overcome personal maladjustment. Therefore, it appears
that an employee's success may be attributed in part at least to his unique
combination of personal characteristics. No job specification that merely
lists a series of personal tral ts and the minimum requirement on each is
2suffiCiently flexible to be adequate. Therefore, the challenge to the
recruiter becomes a total evaluation of the individual in relation to the
total criteria for job success. Once he has determined the kind of person
he is seeking he must next determine the selection techniques necessary
to find this individual.
1F. M. Lopey, Jr. Personnel Interviewing, (McGraw-Hill
Book Co. I 1965)
2Ibid•
CHAPTER III
TECHNIQ UES FOR SELECTING MANAGERS
Three methods to be discussed in this chapter for selecting future
managers are the standardized written test, the application forml and the
employment interview. All three selection methods may be extremely
effective or gros sly ineffective depending upon the administra tion of the
particular device and the interpretation of its respective data.
Tests
Testing procedures are very convenient, easy to adminis ter
and usually allow the personnel manager to perform other tasks while
the applicant is being tested. However, some experienced executives
and recent college gradua tes resent taking the test. They may feel
that their past experience or academic prepara tion is sufficient and
further testing is a waste of their time. Tests, if properly used with
the correct validation procedures, can be effective tools for the
selection of future employees. A study of 443 managers working for
a well known oil company was established to measure effective manage-
ment as a function of success on the job. 2 Success in this study was
measured by the position level, salary history, and the executive's
effectiveness rating combined into an overall success index. The test
was then given to successful managers of the firm and also to young
IThiS term is also intended to include other written devices such
as the resume, personal data sheet or college interview form.
2M.D. Dunnette, per.sonQ_~1Section and Placement, (2nd printing,
Wadsworth Publishing COot Ino , , I967L p. 69.
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potentjal managers. 'I'he data was corre le tec and after a time the results
did yield a high level of pf8dictive accuracy (R=.70) for the young manager
on the job. Many such studies could be crted and also many failures; how-
ever, the important point is that the written te st can be a valuable predictor
of success and an important selection technique if utilized properly and
kept in perspective. 1
One danger in testing is that the test may not be measuring the
relationships that the administrator assumes it is measuring. For example,
suppose a test gets significant or nonsignificant validation. This does
2
not mean that the attribute is important for performance. Thus, it is
Possible for an administrator to misinterpret test results.
Another problem with tests is that there are many intervening vari-
ables and gaps between ratings assigned on the basis of test measurements
and behavior on the job. A tested job interest cloes not necessarily mean
action in the area of tested interest. 3 For example, a man may exhtbi t a
great interest in becoming a mechanic and may have a high degree of
mechanical aptitude, however this does not indicate how well he will
perform on the job. This type of information w ilI have to be drawn out and
interpreted during an .intervi.ew or in other phases of the selection process.
The Applica tion Form
The applica tion form, or resume, is more or less taken for granted
in the employment situation. Except for the interview this is probably
one of the oldest devices for obtaining inforrr.ation about a person. It is
used to provide the company 'Hith a permanent record of the employee I s
background. and is used in the selection process.
IAn extended critical discussion of other research studies in other
companies is presented in Chapter 8 of Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler , Weick,
Managerial Behavior, Performance and Effec tiverie s s , (McGraw-Hill, 1970)
2S.R. Wallace, "Criteria For ·What?", American Psycholoqist, Vol. 20, (1965)
3B. Balinsky, "Some Experiences and Problems in Appraising Executive
Personnel", Pcrs_Q_!l_nelPsycho]oq_y, Vol. 17, (1964), p. 107-114.
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Much can be learned about an applicant from his resume or
application. Such items as frequency of job change, quantity and
quality of education, extra curricular activities and general overall
data pertaining to his background. If skillfully used the applica tion
can supply the interviewer with personal data thus allowing him to
spend more time in the interview obtaining obscure and subtle information
which cannot be readily written on a form. I'he application also tends
to guide the recruiter in conducting his interview by calling attention
to items he may wish to have amplified. When this occurs questions
may arise and information may be obtained that might not have been
drawn out wi thout the application.
There is danger in using the applica tion during an interview
as it can actually detract from the selection process. This is apparent
in the situation where the interviewer devotes more attention to the appli-
cation than to the applicant. An indirect manner in which the application
detracts from the interview results was pointed out in a study by Springbett. 1
He shows that when the application form is examined before the interview I
the positive or negative bias is stronger than when viewed after the inter-
view. He further indicates that the interview is most likely to contribute
significantly to the decision if the interviewer does not begin the interview
with a confident mental set of predetermined thinking. Springbett concluded
that the interviewer should enter the interview without seeing the application.
This is difficult in a short employment interview situation since most of
the time would be taken in obtaining routine personal data previously
written on the application. It appears that the application is another tool
for the selection of personnel and, if tempered with knowledge of its
limitations, it can be used to supplement and aid the actual interview.
IE. C. Webster, Decision Making in the Employment Interview,
(Montreal, Canada: McGill University, Industrial Relations Center, 1964)
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The Technique of Interviewinq
Interviewing has been used as an information gathering device
since man first learned to communica te. T:1einterview has been defined
as a convorse ti on directed to a definite purpose other than satisfaction
1
in the conversation itself.
The technique of interviewing has been used for many purposes.
However I until recent years I very little scientific work has been done
concerning the interview situation. 2 SinCE 1949, however, much re search
has been done concerning the interview with some conflicting results and
conclusions. Some authors have hailed the interview as a very effective
device for obtaining information while other researchers conclude that
we really know little about the interview s~tuation.
Over the last few years the selectiDn interview has been subjected
to a great deal of criticism. Most of this criticism has stressed a general
lack of evidence concerning the interviews reliability and validity. 3
This comes from the lack of comparability between studies and an over-
dependence on research results in other areas. It is possible to show
that an interview works in one particular cs se I however, due to the la ck
of comparability betWeen studies it does not tell us why a given interview
works or does not work. One reason giver, for the lack of comparability
between studies is the absence of controls and the fact that different
interviewing methods were used. 4
1Walter VanDyke Bingham & Bruce Victor Moore, How to Interview,
(4th revised edition, New York: Harper Bros ., 1959)
2R• Wagner, "The Employment Interview", Personnel Psvcholo_SlY,
Vol. II, (1949), p , 17-4 6 .
3E.C. Mayfield, "The Selection Interview", Personnel Psychol.0]Y,
Vol. 17, (1964), p , 239-260.
4E. C. Mayfield & R. E. Carlson, "Selection Interview Decisions" r
'personnel Psycholoqy, Vol. 19, (1966), p. 41-53.
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In spite of the criticisms con cerrimq the interview, no researcher
(to this writer's knowledge) has advocated the abolition of this employment
technique. Some authors, appalJed by the lack of scientif.tc evidence
regarding the interview situation, have suggested a moratorium on the
do's and don'ts of interviewing until further research can be perforrried . 1
Nevertheless, books continue to be written on the subject in spite of
this proclaimed lack of scientific evidence.
The situation is not as dark as it may seem. Current studies have
shown that interviewing under the proper circumstances can be a valuable
selection procedure. There have been numerous research fmdfnq s that
2
have received support from more than one study.
One such common finding is that multiple interviews for the most
part have greater predictive value than a single interview. Interviews of
507 applicants applying for the position of stock broker were conducted
by a psychologist after they had been previously screened by a personnel
man and a top manager. 3 The coefficient of correIa tion between the crite-
rion of success on the job and the interview ratings for 275 men was
found to be .35. While modest in magnitude it compares favorably to
tests and interviews of other types and forms. Another author pointed
out that multiple independent evaluations in which two or more interviewers
'ecord decisions independently often prevents complacency on the part
4
if the interviewer hence increasing his overall effectiveness.
1G.W. England & D.G. Patterson, Employment Relations Resee roh ,
:hapter n
2E• C. Mayfield, "The Selection Interview", Personnel Psychology,
:>1. 17 I (1964L p , 239 - 260 .
3Edwin E. Ghiselli, "The Validity ofa Personnel Interview",
~rsonnel Psychology, Vol. 19, (1966), p , 389-394.
4E. C. Webster, Decision Making in the Emp_loyment Interview,
Iontrea l , Canada: McGill University, Industrial Relations Center, 1964)
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Thus it would appear tha t the old adage of two heads being better than
one is also applicable to interviewing.
Another common condusion that has evolved from recent research
is that the more structured an interview, the more effective it tends to
1be. Other stud.ies cited in Mayfield conduded that an unstructured
interview as normally conducted in a selection situation is of little value. 2
One reason given for this is that in an unstructured interview the material
is not consistently and uniformly covered. According to conclusions
reached in a review of research by Webster the technique of interviewing
should become more systema tic and probing. 3 Other studies concluded
tha t the most effective interviews are those which are systema tic, designed,
structured or guided. 4 Thus from the studies cited it appears that a
structured interview is more effective than one which is unstructured.
Other conclusions regarding interviewing can be drawn from
studies performed since 1949. Some conclusions drawn by E. C. Mayfield
5are as follows:
1. An interviewer can rate the same interview twi ce
with fairly consistent results.
2. An interviewer is consistent in his approach to
different interviewees.
IE. C. Mayfield, "The Selection Interview", Personnel PsycholQSIY,
Vol. 17, (1964), p , 239-260.
2Ibid.
3E• C. Webster, Decision Making in the Employment Interview,
(Montreal, Canada: McGill University, Industrial Relations Center, 1964)
4L. Ulrich and D. Trumbo, "The Selection Interview Since 1949",
Psycholoqical Bulletin, Vol. 63-64, (1965), p , 100-116.
5E• C. Mayfield, "The Selection Interview", Personnel Psychology,
Vol. 17, (I964), p. 239 - 260.
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3. Although the reliabilitie3 of interviews may be high in
given situations the validities obtained are usually of
a low magnitude.
4. The form of the question does effect the answer obtained.
5 . The a ttitudes of the in terviewers do effect their inter-
preta tion of wha t the tnterviewee says.
6. In the usual unstructured employment interview, the
interviewer talks more than the interviewee does.
7. Interviewers appear to be influenced more by unfavorable
than favorable informa tion.
8. Interviewers tend to make their decision early in an
unstructured interview.
E. C. Webs ter in his summary of many studies made the
following conclusions. 1
1. Interviewers develop a stereotype of a good candidate and
seek to match men and stereotypes.
Mayfield and Carlson further define this stereotype process
, d lfi 2 ThInto two types; common an speer IC. e common stereo-
type consists of those individual characteristics both
favorable and unfavorable on which there is inter-interviewer
agreement. The second part consists of a specific stereo-
type which is different for sUfferent interviewers. Thus, any
one interviewer's overall stereotype of an ideal applicant
will consist of the "common" stereotype defining one set
of requirements plus his own" specific II stereotype which
adds another set of requirements.
1E. C. Webster, Decision Making in the Employment Interview,
(Montreal, Canada: McGill University, Industrial Rela tions Centcr, 1964)
2E•C. Mayfield and R. E. Carlson, "Selection Interview Decisions",
Personnel Psycholoqy, Vol. 19, (1966), p. 41-53.
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2. A bia s is established early in the interview and this tends
to be followed either by a favorable or by an unfa vorablc
decision.
3. Interviewers are more influenced by unfavorable than by
favorable information.
4. Interviewers seek information to support or refute hypothesis
and when satisfied turn their attention elsewhere.
5. Empathy relationships are specific to individual interviewers.
6. Feeding informa tion to an interviewer piece by piece affects
the decision.
7. Experienced Interv iewers rank applicants in the same order
although they differ in the proportion they will accept.
These conclusions are interesting, but valuable only if used by
an interviewer to better understand the interviewing proces s and hence
to increase his own overall effectivenes s .
The interviewer may be his worst enemy. His efforts towards
objectivity will be ineffective to the extent he allows prejudice or bias to
distort his judgment. Almost everyone has some prejudices. Though the
interviewer will not rid himself of them completely, he should strive to
be aware of them. 1 Interviewer bias and prejudice, as mentioned in the
conclusions by Webster and Mayfield, appear to be important consid-
erations in the subject of interviewing.
Bias and prejudice result partly from the cultural and environ-
mental influences in which a person has been brought up and partly
from the way in which he has reacted to those background influences. 2
Inevitably, the interviewer's attitudes towards work and towards society
lR.A. Denerly, "Recruitment and Selection In a Full-Employment
Economy", The Institute of Personnel Management, (5 Winsley St. r
Jxford Circus London, 1968), p. 91.
2Ibj.d.
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reflect his own background to a greater or lesser extent. In order to
judge fairly what kind of a person the candidate really is, the interviewer
needs to discount his likes and dislikes and to examine impartially the
other person's background and attitudes.1 Frequently, he will find that
the candidate's background and his own have certain features in common.
If the candidate's reactions to them appear to have been similar to his
own, the interviewer is biased in favor of him; conversely, if the candi-
date's reactions run counter to the interviewe:'s, he will be biased
against him. Judgment can be influenced in this way without the inter-
viewer being conscious of it. 2
A more subtle source of error is knowr. as halo effect. This occurs
When the interviewer, having been favorably or unfavorably impressed by
one attribute of the candidate, allows his judgment of the candidate's
other attributes to be swamped or assigns to them correspondingly high
or low ratings. Thus an interviewer confronted, for example, by a candi-·
date whose appearance and bearing seem to be ideal for that job may giVR
him credit for more experience or intelligence than he really possesses.
If most of the other applicants for the job have already been eliminated,
the interviewer may be especially prone to this form of halo effect. 3
The understanding of these and other phenomena in the interview-
ing process is a starting point to train interviewers to be more objective.
Only by full understanding the limitations of interviewing and applying
this knowledge can the most effective techniques be deve loped ,
1R. A. Denerly, "Recruitment and Selection In a Full-Employment
Economy", The Institute of Personnel Management, (5 Wins ley St.,
Oxford Circus London, 1968), p. 91.
2Ibid.
3Ibid, p. 92 .
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CHAPTERIV
COLLEGE RECRUITING
Stated earlier in chapter I college recruiting has become a prime
source of future managerial talent for many organizations. The demand
for qualified college graduates during the last few years has greatly
exceeded the supply. This has been particularly true for those graduates
trained in engineering, management or the sciences. An estimated
36,000 engineering students received their first degree in 1968 from
approxima tely 24 a engineering schools. 1 Among these students only
one half will make the transition from university life to permanent
employment, cutting the available figure to 18, 000. This loss of
50 percent is largely attributable to graduate school and the military
draft.
During this same period the demand for engineering graduates
was approximately 85, 000. 2 When compared to the available supply
of only 18, 000 it is clear that the demand definitely exceeds the supply.
This situation has existed since 1958. Frank F. Endicott's annual
survey of 210 weJl-known business and industrial companies indicated
that the demand in 1966 was up 60 percent for engineers at the bachelor
degree level and 25 percent for non-engineering students. 3
1U .S. Office of Educa tion , Engineering Manpower Bulletin,
No. 17, (Wushington D. C.; Government Printing Office, September, 1967)
3Frank F. Endicott, Trends in Employment of Colleqe and
University Graguates in Business and Indus'!£y I (2OthAnnua I Report,
Evanston, Illinois; Northwestern University, 1966)
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In view of the supply and demand s.tua tion for qualified college
oraduates, a firm must implement a responsible, effective and aggressive
recruiting program to attract the potential manager. The days of sitting
back and waiting for candida tes to apply have faded from the recruitment
picture. Today, the best men no longer hunt jobs; the jobs hunt them.
l
A hjghly sought after student may find himself interviewing the recruiter
instead of vice versa. In this instance the recruiter finds himself in a
selling situation and should pursue this goal w ith the same viqor and
imagina tion tha t the salesman employs in selling the firm's products. 2
There have been rNO major areas of influence that helve entered
into much of our thinking regarding the process of recruiting and managing.
One area of influence became articdate through the early work
of wha t is now referred to a s the Human ReJations philos ophy particularly
in the hands of Mayo, Roethlisberger and Dixon. This philosophy has
emphasized the individual and his important role in the overall success
of the organization. It has been through this area of influence that
contributions toward the realization that staffing an organization with
qualified people is a basic responsibility of management.
The second area of influence may be referred to as the "systems
approach" to managerial activites. This area of influence has come into
the picture through the works of a number of persons, but particularly
through Bertolanffy, and Johnson, Kast and Rosenzweig. 3
IG.R. Terry, Principles of Manacrernent , (4th edition
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), p. 345.
2H. Koontz and C. 0' Donnell, PrinCiples of Management,
(4th edition, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968]
3For a typical introduction to this influence and its application
to management, see F. E. Kast and J. E. Rosenzweig, "/1. Systems Approach" ,
Organization and Management, (McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970), Chapter 6.
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A significant result of this area of influence has been in making
management aware of the influence of certain socia-technical environ-
mental variables being exerted on the organization at all times.
These forces effect all areas of the organization including the staffing
or recruiting function.
For example the attitudes of many of today IS college students
towards industrial organizations are more critical than those of students
only a few years ago. Thus, the current recruitee popula.tion rapres ents
a type of s ub+s ys tern which exerts an outside force upon the organization.
With such outside forces being exerted upon the corporat.ion,
aucces s in recruiting candidates from colleges depends upon many
factors, but foremost appear to be the skill of the recruiter and the
reputation of the company. The recruiter is a key person in college
recruiting. His knowledge of the company, of the university as a market-·
place and especially of the jobs he is seeking to fill is highly significant. 1
Many times the recruiter is the only crrterron the student has for evaluating
the compeny and forming an opinion. This first impression of the company
can be very lasting and its importance cannot be over-stressed.
Since the only exposure the college student has to the corporate
recruiter is during the campus interview this particular phase of college
recruiting takes on significant meaning. Theoreticians and college
recruiters often agree that the campus interview is a very important if
not tho grea test single factor in college recruiting.
IG.R. Terry, Principles of Management, (4th edition,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), p. 345.
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In the la.ter part of chapter III much theoretical di s cus s ion
was made concerning selection techniques in generul and interviewing
techniques in particular. Some of these theories involved Interviewer
stereotypes, (both common and specific) interviewer bias and proj udf.oe
and a more subtle source of error known as halo effect. Each of the
above factors tend to detract from the interviewer's overall effective-
ness and consequently the interviewer should be aware of their existence.
These theories are helpful in obtaining a better understanding of the
interviewing process, however, they are rather sterile until demonstrated
in an actual environment. It is possible for an interviewer to spend a
lifetime developing interviewing techniques, yet he may never be able
to adequately measure his effectiveness. Since the technique of Inter+
viewing is extremely important in the overall college recruiting process
an attempt to examine certain interrelationships that are pertinent to the
campus interview would appear beneficic.l. The remainder of this chapter
is devoted to the description of a study undertaken to examine these
interrelationships.
A STUDY OF THE CAMPUS INTERVIEVI/
The fol l owinq study is divided into three sections. Section one
deals with the interrelationships found to exist between certain items of
information taken from the student's resume. Such items include the
students grade index, the percentage of his expenses earned, the number
of campus activities, the number of months worked and age. These items
have been statistically correIa ted and their interre la tionships are discussed.
Sections two and three respectively deal with the previously discussed
topics of halo effect and interviewer differer.ces .
To study these interrelationships an analysis was made of a large
decentralized corporation using six men as full time corporate recruiters.
Only four of the six interviewers were studied in this research because
of the availability of data. These four recruiters 0,2,3,4) conducted
800 interviews at 37 colleges and universities throughout the midwest. 1
Table number one indicates the number mtervrewed at each respective
campus.
TABLE1
(See Appendix)
Only those students graduating in the academic year 1967-1968
and seeking their baccalaureate degree were included in the study.
All diciplines were involved in the interviews: however the rnajori ty of
students were studying engineering, science, or business admin.istration.
Each interviewer was asked to rate the students in the following
five areas.
1. Schola stic Rating
2. Campus Activities
3. Work Experience
4. Personal Characteristics
5. Interviewer's Overall Rating
All interviewers used the scale ranging from Below Average to
Outstanding, however, in practice this was expanded by the use of plus
and minus signs.
TABLE2
(See Appendix)
In addition to the qualifica ti on summary each interviewer was
given a pers onal da ta sheet for every student interviewed. These vary
somewhat between universities, however, most schools have adopted
the form used by the college placement council.
TABLE3
(See Appendix)
IThis writer appears as interviewer 3.
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The method chosen to examine the data from the resume I along
with the interviewers subjecti\re rating I and compare them in a mean--
ingful fes hi on was a ten times ten (x ) correlation matrix comprised of
the parameters in question.
TABLE4
(See Appendix)
By using this correlation technique the interrelationships were
studied and hopefully a greater understandi:1g among these parameters
has been gained not only concerning the interviewers subjective ratings I
but also the relationship between grades I campus activities I work load I
etc. I of the college student.
In order to obtain thi s correia tion analysis from the interviewer's
subjective ratings I it was necessary to transform them into numbers which
in turn could be fed into the computer. It was also neces sary to quantify
in numerical form the data presented on the student's resume.
Interviewer Ratin__gJ"_
A scale was established ranging from 1 to 15 corresponding to
the following ratings.
TABLE5
NUMERICAL CODING OF INTERVIEWBR'SRATINGS
BA Below Average AA - Above Average
E - ExcellentA - Average
o - Outs ta nding
1
BA-
3
BA+
4
A-
5
A
6
A+
7
AA-
9
M+
8
AA
2
BA
10
E-
11
E
12
E+
13
0-
14
o
15
0+
By the use of such a scale it was possible to achieve the desire-
able range and dispersion of data neces sary for a correlation analysis.
Thus/by correlating these ratings it could ;eadily be seen the interrela-
tionships of each ra ting and its possible effect upon the interviewer's
overall rating. Also interviewer differences could be noted.
Informa tion from the ~esume
In order to examine the interrelaticnships present on the resume
it was necessary to quantify certain data so they could be programmed
into the computer. To do this 800 resumes were screened for five items
of information.
1 . Grade Index
2. % of Expenses Earned
3. Number of Campus Activities (non-honoraries)
4. Number of Months Worked
5. Age (in months)
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Grade Index
The grade index was coded directly into the computer on a
4.00 ba sis. Thus if a student had an index of 2.85/4.00 the computer
simply saw it as 2.85. In the case of Purdue University which operates
on a 6.00 system, two points were s uotrac.ed from each index. If a
student from Purdue had a 5.25/6.00 this was converted to read 3.25
on the corresponding 4.00 system. Similarily, a one was subtracted from
each index at the University of Illinois which operates on a 5.00 system,
This method obviously does not account for the varying academic
standards at each university, however, this was discounted for the purpose
of this study.
Percent of Expenses Earned
It has often been hypothesized that the more an Ind iv idue l works
the lower his grades may tend to be. Stated another way many recruiters
tend to look with less disfavor on a poor grade index if the student has
earned a high percentage of his expenses.
To investigate this question the percent of expenses for each
student was coded directly into the computer in 5 percent increments
ranging from 0 to 100 percent.
Number of Campus Activities (ron-honoraries)
To examine the relationships between extra curricular activities,
grades and other parameters the number of campus activities were pro-
grammed into the computer. Because of the inability of this particular
program to handle a zero function the following table was used.
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TABLE 6
NUMERICAL CODING OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
Actual Number of Number As signed for
Activaies Com£_uting Purposes
0 1
1 2
2 3
3 4
4 5
5 6
6 7
7 8
8 9
9 10
Therefore,the actual number of e ct.vi ti e s can be determined
from the raw data by taking n == computer input - 1. Programming the
number of activities obviously does not take into account whether the
student was merely 'a passive member of the organiza tion or whether
he held a key office that involved a great deal of time. An attempt to
account for these intangibles would have been strictly Oil an arbitrary
basis. ThE: number of activities over the total sample of 800 should
be a fair predictor of student involvement in extra curricular activities.
Only non+honorar ie s were chosen since this would have given a bias
for correlation with grades.
Number of Months Worked
The number of months worked in the sample of 800 ranged from
zero to 216. The average number of months worked was found to be 26.75.
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These figures indude all work experience during school, summers, and
prior to entering school. Credit was also gjven for military service.
A more meaningful method of data collection would be to consider only
tha t experience encountered while attending school. This technique
would give a better comparison to grade index, extra-curricular activ-
ities and other parameters. It is impossible, however, to determine
from some resumes whether a certain work experience occurred during
a particular ses sion of school.
Age of Student (in months)
Since most students graduate from college betvveen the ages of
21 and 25, this only leaves a four year range from which to work. Rather
than breaking the years into decimals it was decided to calcu.late the
age of the students in months. This in turn would allow a good disper-
sion of data while making it easy to convert back to years. The average
age of the students studied was 275.96 months or 23.0 years. The range
however varied from 222.9 months or 18.5 years all the way to 610 months
or 50 years.
Once these five factors were programmed into the computer a
::orrelation analysis was established indicating their interrelationships.
l'hi s discussion is found in section one of the following chapter.
Statistical Analysjs
The statistical techniques for examining the data is basically a
near correlation analysis in conjunction with multiple regression equations
,
rd charts. 1
1The term correlation refers to the degree of correspondence or
ationship between two sets of data. The degree of corresponcience is
ores sed by the coefficient of correlation (r) rho, along a scale which
ends from - 1 .00 to 1: 00. (Longmans, Elementary Ste tistics, New York:
en 0: Co., 1956)
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There are several methods to calculate a coefficient of correlation.
One method called the Rank--Difference meth:xl is listed mathematical.ly
a s follows. 1
r = 1 -
.(d2 = Sum of the dHferenc:es
squared of the two comparisons
n = Sample size
()x = Standard Deviation of x
This method is non-parametric and ifJ not recommended when the
sample size (n) exceeds 25.
A more sophisticated method of correlation is the Pearson Product-
Moment CorreIa tion. This basically measures the linear corre la ti on between
two variables. 2 This method is parametic and enables the researcher to
make comparisons between two sets of da ta .
~ ()!"x)(i.i~ ...M><:Mt
Ij
6/~6y
x = One set of variable
r ==
y = One set of variable
""" x = Mean for the x set of da ta
M y = Mean for the y set of data
'x = Std. deviation of x
bY = Std. deviation of y
A still greater level of sophistication in computing linear correlation
can be found by using the" Method of least squares" , which takes the
observations into account and qIve s each an equal weight in determining
3the result. This method is basically the one used by the computer in
1Longmans, Elementary Statistics, (New York: Green & Co., 1956)
2Underw ood , Duncan, Spence, Elementary Statistics, (New York:
Cotton-Appleton-Ccntury-Crofts, Inc., 1954)
3.Ezekial, Mordecai and Karl A. Fox, Methods of CorreIa tion and
Regressi.on Analysis, (3rd edition, New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. I 1959)
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the analysis of this da ta . A computer wa s necessary because of the thou-
sands of ca l c ula Huns neces sary to make such a study.
Before a correlation coefficient is meaningful it must be tested
for a certain level of significance. This was done in the study by looking
at the degrees of freedom and then going to a table of coefficients for a
particular level of significance. The level in use throughout this study,
unless otherwi se noted is 5%. The technique used throughout this study
will be to state a null hypothesis that a relationship does or does not
exist between two variables. Then, by using the table of significant
correlation coefficients at the 5% level, the hypothesis can be accepted
or rejected with a chance of error of only five times out of 100.
A regression analysis was also made comparing each interviewer's
rating with his overall rating. The overall rating became the dependent
variable in the regression equation and was held constant as the other
ratings varied. This is in keeping with the definition of regression,
stated: "A reqre s s ion problem considers the frequency distribution of one
variable when another is held fixed. "I
A multiple regression was also made showing the relationship
several independent variable s have upon the dependent variable. 2
x = a + b1xl + b2x2 . . . bnxn
For this study the dependent variable is again the overall rating
with the independent variables being scholastic rating, campus rating,
work experience rating and the rating of personal characteristics.
A further analysis of this regression equa tion is presented in table seven.
TABLE7
(See Appendix)
1Dixon and Massey, Introduction to Statistical Analysis,
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1951)
2Ezekial Mordecai and Karl A. Fox, Methods of Correlation and
Regression Analysis, (3rd edition, New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1959)
CHAPTER V
CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF COLLEGE INTERVIEWING DATA
Correlation of Resume Data
There is much information provided to the interviewer in the form
of the student's resume or application for employment. This section is
devoted to an investigation of certain resume parameters and their possible
rela tions hip with each other.
Table eight indicates the statistical correlations between a students
grade index and percent of expenses earned, number of campus activities,
number of months worked and age.
TABLE 8
STATISTICAL CORRELATION OF
GRADE INDEX AND LISTED PARAMETERS
CorreIa tion Significance*
Coefficient Level Significant
Percent of Expenses Earned - .0045 .078 No
Number of Campus Activities .0485 .078 No
Number of Months Worked - .0257 .078 No
Age - .0046 .078 No
It is evident from the low coefficients of correlation that no sjgnificant
or predictive relationships can be made concerning the student's gradepoint.
*The significance level of .078 was determined by taking the degrees
of freedom from the study and applying them to a statistical table of coefficients
using a 5% level of significance and a sample size of 800.
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A correlation was found I however I for the percentage of expenses
earned and the number of campus activities I number of months worked
and age as shown in table nine.
TABLE 9
STATISTICAL CORRELATION OF THE PERCENTAGE
OF EXPENSES EARNED AND LISTED PARAMETERS
Correlation Significance
Coefficien t Level
Signific~_nt
Number f C - .1289 .078
Yes
o ampus Activities
Number fo Months Worked .3833
.078 Yes
Age .2500 .078
Yes
It can be seen that there is a negative coefficient of correlation
betw een the percentage of expenses earned and the number of campuS
aCtivities. This is significant at the 5% level and basically indicates
that th. e greater the percentage of expenses earned the fewer number of
campus activities engaged by the student. This would seem reasonable
since a student must budget his time during the school year. If a large
Percent .age of the student's time is devoted to work I then little or no
time w'u ' ' ' '1 rerna m for the pursuit of campus actIvItIes.
A high correlation exists (.3883I significant at .1%) between
th8 percentage of expenses earned and the number of months worked.
This of . ,Course is not surprising since in order to earn a hIgh percentage
of ex penses one would normally have to work a corresponding amount.
A high corre.la tion also exists between age and percentage of
expenses earned. From this relationshiP it would appear that the higher
the a 'ge of a student the more likely it is that he wi l] have earned a
grea ter porti on of his expenses.
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No significant correlation was found to exist between the number
of campus activities and the number of months worked a s shown in
table ten.
TABLE10
STATISTICAL CORRELATIONOF THE NUMBER
OF Cl\MPUS ACTIVITIES AND LISTED PARAMETERS
COD'elation Significance
Coefficient Level Significant
Number of Months Worke d - .0756 .078 No
Age - .1204 .078 Yes
There is I however I a significant negative correlation between number
of campus activities and age. This is reasonable to expect since most students
who are older, pos sibly married I or have returned from the service are by and
large not a s likely to engage in campus activities a s the younger students.
Correlation of Resume Data
with Interviewer Ratings
This section is devoted to the statistical verification of the existence
of Jnterv tewer bia s and the presence of the halo effect.
'1'0 do this the five interviewer ratings designated as scholastic,
campus I work experience, personal and overall were correlated with the
various resume data as discussed in the previous section. The degree of
rcla tionship between the interviewer's schola stic ra tings and the five
parameters taken from the resume is represented in the following table.
Column designation is the same as the previous section.
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TABLE 11
STATISTICAL CORRELATION OF INTERVIEV/ER
SCHOLASTIC RATINGS AND LISTED ?ARAMETERS
Level of Significance
Correlation Level Significant
Grade Index .8.535 .078 YAS
Percentage of Expenses Earned - .03:)7 .078 No
Number of Campus Activt ties .0631 .078 No
Nu' s: - .0054 .078 Nomoor 01. Months \Vorked
Age - .0587 .078 No
The high correlation between the mtervtewer+s scholastic rating
and the grade index is ea sily explained by the fact that each interviewer
uses a type of guideline for his rating. This guideline more or less
follows the pattern listed below.
Interviewer's Rating Grade Index
Outstanding
1.00 to 1.99
2.00 to 2.49
2.50 to 2.99
3.00 to 3.49
3.50 to 4.00
Below,Average
Average
Above Average
Excellent
The guideline is varied somewhat depending upon the university
and its academic standards as perceived by the interviewer. However,
each interviewer more or les s used the above guideline for 1. sch ola s ti c
ratings. Thus, from this relationship one should expect a very nigh
correlation which was demonstrated by the data.
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It should also be noted that there is no significant correlation
betvv8en the interviewer's schola s tic rating ar.d any of the other four
resume parameters. This might tend to indicate that the ra ter is basing
his ra tinq upon only the grade index and is not influenced by any other
factor. This degree of objectivity is not always the case however, as
we shall see in future correlations.
The interviewer's campus ratings and their relationship to the
same five resume parameters are a s follows:
TABLE12
STATISTICAL CORRELATIONOF INTERVIEWER
CAMPUS EATINGS AND LISTED PARAMETERS
Level of Significance
CorreIa tion __ Leve_l_ Significant
Grade Index - .0068 .078 No
Percentage of Expenses Earned - .1145 .078 Yes
Number of Campus Activities .4244 .078 Yes
Number of Months Worked - .0670 .078 No
Age - .2823 .078 Yes
In making the campus rating the interviewer attempts to evaluate
not only the number of campus activities, but also the quality of experience
the student has received during participation. He looks at past leaderships,
offices held, and the number of hours expended. Thus, his campus activity
ratings are a composite of both the quality and quantity of extracurricular
activities. Therefore, one is not surprised by the high correlation (.4244)
betvveen the campus ratings and the number of campus activities taken
from the resume.
~1
There is no significant correlation between the campus ratings
and the individual's grade index. Thus, there does not appear to be a halo
effect linking a students gradepoint to the interviewer's campus activity
rating. This is not the case when we compare the rater's personal ratings
to grade index which will be done in a later comparison.
There is a small but significant negative correlation (- .1145)
between the interviewer's campus ratings and the percentage of expenses
earned. This is probably best explained by the fact tha t in the previous
section it was noted that a negative correlation of (-.1289) existed
between the percentage of expenses earned and actual number of campus
activities. Since the rater is largely basing his rating upon the number
of campus activities engaged, we should expect the same negative
corrc la tion .
This same reasoning would also explain the negative correlation
of (-.2823) between the campus ratings and age. The same relationship
existed between age and the number of campus activiUes.
It appears that, just as the scholastic rating, the campus ratings
appear to be a good mdicator of the parameter s they are attempting to
measure.
The next relationship to be observed is the correlation between
the work experience rating and the five objective parameters taken from
the resume. Just as the campus rating, the work experience rating is
de s iqne d to take both the quantity and the quality of work into consider-
a tion. All of the interviewers agreed however, tha t the nature of the work
experience weighed far more heavily in their evaluations than did the
number of hours worked. This is particularily true if the type of work was
in keeping wt th his chosen field study. For example, working in a drug
store would count more for a pharmacy student than it would for an electrical
engineering student. The work experience ratings are as follows.
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TABLE 13
STATISTICAL CORRELATION OF INTERVIEWER
WORK EXPERIENCE RATINGS AND I,ISTED PARAMETERS
Level of Significance
Correls tion Level Significant- -
Grade Index .1026 .078 Yes
Perc en tage of Expens e s Earned .1978 .078 Yes
Number of Campus Activities .0796 .078 No
Number of Months vVorked .1932 .078 Yes
Age .2112 .078 Yes
It should be noted that a significant correlation, although l ow
(.1026), exists between grade point and work experience rating.
Upon reviewing the previous correlations between grade index, per-
centage of expenses earned and number of hours worked there was
found to be no significant correlation. This may mean tha t a slight
halo effect exists between the student's grade index and how the
rater evaluates the student's work experience. Stated another way
the raters may tend to increase slightly their work experience rating
if the individual's grades happen to be good.
It is not surprising to note that the work experience rating corre-
lates also with percentage of expenses earned, number of months
worked and age. Age was shown previously to have a high positive
correIa tion with percentage of expenses earned and number of hours
worked. Thus, the older a student happens to be the grea ter the number
of hours he is likely to have worked, the grea ter the percentage of his
expenses he is likely to have earned and hence the higher his work
experience ra ting.
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There is no significant correIa ti on betvleen the work experience
rating and the number of campus activities.
The interviewer's personal characteristics rating I her ee tter
called the personal rating I is a composite of many factors.
In talking with the student the interviewer attempts to evaluate
items as personal appearance I maturity, poise I confidence,
attitude and any other personality fa ctor which the rater deems
important to the job. At first glance thi s rating should be
dependent only upon the student's personal characteristics
and should not correlate with any other parameter. As the
following table indicates this is not the case.
TABLE 14
STATISTICAL CORRELATIONOF INTERVIEWERPERSONAL
CHARA.CTERISTICRATINGS AND LISTED PARAMETERS
Level of Significance
Correlatior. Level Signifjc::ant
Grade Index .3089 .078 Yes
Percentage of Expenses Earned .0466 .078 No
Number of Campus Activities .1432 .078 Yes
Number of Months Worked .0256 .078 No
Age .0068 .078 No
It is quite significant to note the high positive correlation (.3089)
between the i.nterviewer's personal ratings and the student's grade index.
In theory one is hard pressed to come up wi th a logical explanc.tion a s
to why this is ture. The only explanation tha: seems plausible is there
----=:==========~-----
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is a s tr onrj halo effect again coming into play. It appears that if a
student's (;:lTcldes arc high the interviewer will tend to increase his
rating on pcrs ona I characteristics. Thus, the grade index is reflected
in not only the interviewer's scholastic rating, but also in his personal
ratings. As we shall see shortly it is also apparently in evidence in the
intervlewer's overall reti nq .
There is also a lesser corr81ation (.1432) between personal ratings
and the number of cnmpus activities engaged by the student. This may
be partially explained by the fact that those students which tend to
enter a large number of campus activities usually possess personal
chnracteristics desirable by most companies, They tend to have greater
extrovert tendencies which many recruiters ar'e seeking.
There is no significant correlation between the interviewer's
personal ratings and percentage of expenses earned, number of campus
activities or age. It is somewhat surprising that since maturi ty is one
of the factors included in the personal ratings and since there is typi-
cally a correlation between age and maturity that there is no correlation
between the personal ratings and age.
The interviewer's overall rating is his total evaluation of the
student for a particular job based on a job crlterion previously estab-
lished. Therefore, this rating probably carries the greatest weight
in influencing other members of management in the organization.
The extent of its statistical relationship to the other five parameters
on the resume are a s follows.
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TABLE 15
STATISTICAL CORRELATION OF lNTERVIEWER
OVERfI.LL RATINGS AND LISTED PARAMETERS
Level of Significance
CorreIa ti on Level Significant
Grade Index .4511 .078 Yes
Perocntaqo of Expenses Earned .0326 .078 No
Number of Campus Activities .1528 .078 fes
Number of Months Worked .0269 .078 No
Age .0487 .078 No
There is a high correlation be1:vVeenthe interviewer's overall rating
and the student's gradepoint. It appears that the student's gradepoint
is viewed with considerable importance on the part of the recruiter.
TMs was also inferred by the high correlation between his personal ra tinq
and the student's grade point.
It has been stated by recruiters in discussion, that grades are
only one factor of many that are taken into consideration when evaluating
a candidate for a possible position. This study indicates however, that
the student's grades playa very important role in the total evaluation -
more so than first seems apparent. Students should also be aware of the
importance a ttached by some recruiters to grades. This may provide
increased motivation for academic performance.
CorreIa tion Between _Interviewe;:-s
This section attempts to indicate statistically that interviewers
do indeed differ from each other, and that there is a difference in the
empha sis placed upon certain aspects of the student's background.
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This seems evident when one examines the various degrees of correlation
between the subjectrve ratings and the overall ratings from one interviewer
to another. This may well sugges t that one ra ter may tend to place a
greater emphasis upon grades than his counterpart. Another interviewer
may place a grea ter emphasis upon the student's personal characteristics
and so it goes.
Graphs in the appendix show each interviewer's rating as a function
of his overall rating. These have been plotted for each interviewer.
The actua I values assigned can be read directly from the X and Yaxis
by moving the decimal point one place to the left. Thus I if one knows
the va lue of a given rating he can be 95% certain that the corresponding
value for the interviewer's overall ra ting will lie somewhere between the
two wide bands on the graph. He can also be 95% confident tha t the true
corresponding mean value of Y lies between the narrow bands. These
graphs I upon examina tion I clearly show the presence of interviewer
differences. For example on pages 73 and 7<1the graphs indicate that
the relationship between personal characteristics and overall rating for
raters number two and three are significantly different.
Interviewer differences are also statistically suggested by the
coefficients of correIa tion for each rater. These can be seen in table
sixteen on the following page.
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One must be careful concerning general statements involving
these coefficients sinoe the sample sizes do vary. It appears, however,
that rater number two allows grades to influence his overall rating to a
greater extend than does rater number three. Rater number four appears
to be somewhere between rater number two and three in this respect.
Rater number two also has the highest correlation coefficient
between campus ratings and his overall rating than all other interviewers.
This would tend to indicate that he places more emphasis on a student's
campus activities than his counterparts.
It appears that all raters are more or less consistent in the emphasis
placed upon a student's work experience. The coefficients of correlation
are very similar, however, rater number one has the lowest coefficient.
It should be noted, however, that the sample size for rater number one
is only Sixty-six marking a higher correlation neces sary for the same
significance level.
One significant factor is the extremely high correlations between
the personal and overall rating s for interviewers one, three and four.
These high coefficients would seem to indicate that if the interviewer
liked the students' personal characteristics the student had it made.
The overall rating of interviewer number two seems to be less influenced
by the students' personal characteristics than his collegues. Thus, some-
one might conclude from th1s that he is somewhat more objective in his
total evaluation than his counterparts.
The important part of this discus sf on is not to analyze all inter-
viewer differences, but, to statistically demonstrate their existence.
It appears from the observed data that interviewer differences do exist
and can be measured by statistical means. These differences if properly
interpreted ca n be used to guide and council each interviewer and aid him
in improving his overall objectivity.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
PARTA
The fol l owi nq conclusions are ba sed primarily on a survey of
recent literature in the field of management.
1. Good management is necessary for the long run perpetuation
of any organization. This is true whether the primary objective
1
of the organization is economic, political., social or religious.
2. The procurement of highly qualified managers is not an easy
endeavor for most organizations. This is primarily true because
the demand for managers exceeds the supply. 2
3. All organizations should have a well defined manpower planning
3program. Such a program allows management to analyze its
inventory of talent and to forecast future managerial needs.
4. Job criteria must be established before a dependable intelligent
managerial recruiting program can be developed. These criteria
can be generated primarily by specific job requirements I desire-
4
able personality characteristics, or both.
1G R T P" 1 f I " t (4tl di tt. . erry , nnclp~es 0 'vlanagemen., 1 e 1 on,
Richard D. Irwin I Inc. I 1964), p. 5.
2N .R. Maier, The Appraisal Interview I (John Wiley & Sons,
Inc , , 196 G), p. 1.
3H. Koontz and C. O'Donnell, Principles of Management,
(4th edition, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968)
4F •M. Lopey I Jr. I Pers onnel Interviewing, (McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1965)
~"':"t!I,
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5.
1
College recruting is a valuable source of managerial potential.
The recruiter is a key person in a college recruiting program. 2
Many times the recruiter is the only criterion the student
has to evalua te the company and form an opinion. This first
6.
impression of the company can be very lasting.
7. There are several selection techniques such as tests, use
of applica tions and employment interviews . All three
selection methods can be extremely effective or grossly
ineffective depending upon the administration of the partic-
ular device and the interpretation of its respective data.
8. The technique of interviewing, under the proper circum-
stances can be a valuable selection procedure. This ha s
been demonstrated in several studies. 3
9. Multiple interviews, for the most part, have greater predrc tive
4
value than a single interview.
10. The more structured an interview, the more effective it
5
tends to be.
1G.R. Terry,' Principles of Management, (4th edition, Richard D.
Irwin, Inc . . 1964) and H. Koontz and C. 0' Donnell, Principles of Manaoement,
(4th edition, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968)
2G.R. Terry, Principles of Management, (4th edition, Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1964)
3 ,E. C. Mayf ie ld , 11 The Selection Interview", Personnel Psyc,hology_,
Vol. 17 I 1964)
4Edwin E. Ghiselli, "The Validity of a Personnel Interview" ,
Personnel Psychology, Vol. 19,1966), and E.C. Webster, D_ClcjsiQ!:l_
Making in the Employment Interview, (Montreal, Canada : , McGill
University, Industrial Relations Center, 1964)
5L. Ulrich and D. Truenbo, "The Selection Interview Since 1949",
~ghological Bulletin, Vol. 63-64, 1965), and E. C. Webster, Decision
Making in the Employment Interview, (Montreal, Canada: McGill University,
Industrial Relation Center, 1964)
.
i
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11. An interviewer's objectivity tends to be decreased by his
bi d' d' 1lases an prej u rce s •
PARTB
The following conclusions are based primarily on the statistical
analysis of data obtained in the field study.
1. An important factor in interviewing is the halo effect.
This occurs when the interviewer, having been favorable
or unfavorably impressed by one attribute of the candidate,
allows his judgment of the candidate's other attributes to
be effected appreciably. 2 This effect was statistically
demonstra ted in the analysis section.
2. In conversa tions with recruiters many have hypothesized
that if a student works a great deal, or apportions a large
share of his time to campus activities, his grades are
likely to suffer. Based upon the statistical analysis
of 800 student resumes it was found that no significant
correIa tion exists between a student's grade point and
his percent of expenses earned, number of campus activ-
ities, number of months worked or age.
3. There is a negative correlation between the peroentaqe
of expenses earned and the number of campus activities.
This seems reasonable since a student must budget his
time during the school year. If a larger percentage of the
student's time is devoted to work, then little or no time
w ill remain for the pursuit of campus activities.
lR.A. Denerly, "Recruitment & Selection in a Full-Employment
Economy", The Institute of Personnel Manao errient , (Oxford Circus London, 1968)
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<1. There is a negative correlation between the number of
campus activities engaged and a student's age. This
relationship seems reasonable since most students who
are older, possibly married, or have returned from the
service are by and large not as likely to engage in campus
activities as their younger counterparts.
5. A sf qntff.ca nt correlation exists between the interviewer's
work experience rating assigned to the student, and the
students grade point. In theory there should be no
relationship between these parameters. This may mean
that a slight halo effect exists between the student's
grade index and how the rater evaluates the student's
work experience. In other words if a student's grade
point is high then the recruiter tends to increase his
rating for the student's work experience.
6. A high positive correlation exists between the student's
grade point and the recruiter's per sona l and overall ratings
of the student. Again, in theory, there should be no rela tiorr-
ship between these parameters. 1 This relationship is strong
evidence- that a halo effect exists on the part of the four
recruiters studied.
7. Bias and prejudice affect a recruiters overall objectivity.
These parameters result partly from the cultural and
environmental background of each recruiter. 2 Since each
recruiter's background differs it can be expected tha t
differences can be detected in the emphasis placed on
certain parameters.
1R.A. Denerly, "Recruitment & Selection in a Full-Employment
Economy" I The Institute of Personnel Management, (Oxford Circus London, 1968)
2Ibid.
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The ramifications of this study are numerous and have already
produced the following res ul ts within the company in question.
1. This writer has re-evaluated his rating procedure in the
area of grades, personal characteristics and overall
performance.
2. The multiple .interview procedure employed by the company
in this study was to have been discontinued. Since that
time the procedure has been restudied and the decision
made to retain multiple interviews.
3. A plan has been instituted at the company in question to
allow a greater amount of dialogue and feedback to exist
between the recruiter and the department heads. This is
for the purpose of insuring that each recruiter has job
criterias clearly in mind before he goes to the college
campus.
4. A more extensive evaluation procedure of recruiter qualHi-
cations has been implemented since this study was first
undertaken.
5. Much of this material will be used in a management
recruiting seminar to be held in September, 1971.
6. As a result of this study no student resumes are reviewed
prior to the interview. This is to prevent preconceived
bias from rendering the interview ineffective. All corporate
recruiters have not adopted this procedure, however,it is
being recommended that they do so.
7. This writer has made a positive effort to increase the
degree of structure in his interviews.
S4
8. The four recruiters involved in the study have discussed
with each other in detail their individual bias and
prejudices. From these discussions an awareness and
deeper understanding ha s emerged on the part of each
recruiter regarding his interviewing characteristics.
9. Each recruiter studied is attempting to re-evaluate the
rela tive significance or importance that he a ttaches to
grades. By so doi nq it is hoped that each recruiter will
become more objective in his overall rating of the student.
This is particularily important in relation to the total job
criteria.
These are a few of the areas in which changes have been made
and discussions involved as a result of this study. It is hoped that
future academic studies can be made which w iIl further enhance our
knowledge and understanding of this very timely subject.
I;;;;;)
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APPENDIX
TABLE1
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITIES
Carnegie Institute of Technology 8
Case Institute of Technology 13
Umver s t ty of Colorado 2
Cornell University 4
University of Dayton 14
University of Detroit 1
Duke University 2
Eastern Michigan University 14
University of Illinois 6
Kansa s Sta te University of Agric. and Applied Science 34
Michigan Sta te University 88
University of Michigan 4
University of Michigan - Dearborn Campus 5
Michigan TechnoJogical University 93
University of Missouri at RoLla 62
Unfv er s ity of Nebraska 45
North Carolina State University at Raleigh 10
North Dakota State University 5
University of North Dakota 30
University of Notre Dame 18
Ohio State Uruvers ity 45
Ohio University 13
Ohio Wesleyan University 1
Oklahoma Sta te University of Agric. and Applied Science 17
Pennsylvania State University 11
Purdue University 94
Rose Polytechnic Institute 8
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 6
Southern University 4
Tenn e s see Sta te University 5
University of Tennes see 17
Tri-State College 14
Tuskegee Institute 2
Vanderbilt University 6
Wayne State University 36
Western M.ichigan University 8
University of Wisconsin 55
55
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TABLE 2
RATING FORM USED BY INTERVIEWER
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involved 1\11.. E. work. Wants to later work into adrninistration.
Regular or p
_______________________________ . SummerEmployment_-'-~-
Code (£9,
General Motors
Interviewer: Stanley Chalrrler s
Interviewer's Division C 0 __ C__ ,
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